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Do you have a lump sum to invest?

Increased concerns over market instability?

Do you want to reduce the risk in your stocks and shares ISA portfolio?  

Would you like the option to guarantee your investment?

Fed up with low interest rates and looking for better growth potential?

The new LV= ISA could be your answer

Introduction
The aim of this guide is to introduce you to the LV= ISA, and the features and benefits it provides.

You’ll find important information about how the LV= ISA works. For more information, you 
can ask your financial adviser or alternatively, visit LV.com/investments/ISA to download a 
Supplementary Information Document.
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What is the LV= ISA?
Here’s what you need to know
The LV= ISA has been designed to deliver the potential for long term growth, combined with a 
level of investment security, with unique features designed specifically to help reduce the effect of 
stock market ups and downs.

It offers our customers the flexibility to choose from one of three funds, to meet their attitude to 
risk. These are known as the ISA Cautious Fund, the ISA Balanced Fund and the ISA Growth Fund. 
Each of the three funds are made up of a mix of global investments.

At a glance – the main features of the LV= ISA:
	● Tax efficiency – your investment growth is free from UK Income and Capital Gains Tax
	● Choice of three independently risk-rated investment funds to meet your attitude to risk
	● Invest initial lump sums from £10,000, with additional amounts from £2,000 or £10,000 with 

a guarantee (subject to the annual allowance of £20,000)
	● Easy transfer process – to transfer your existing ISAs into LV=
	● Transfer in your previous years’ ISA savings up to an overall total of £1,000,000
	● Flexibility - although investing is best considered for the medium to long term, you can make 

ad-hoc withdrawals
	● Protect your investment – our ISA Cautious Fund includes an optional 10-year capital 

guarantee available on initial and subsequent premiums or transfers-in at the point of 
application, or on the expiry of a previous guarantee, if available at that time

	● Unique smoothing process to help level out the peaks and troughs of the stock market
	● Death benefit built in at no extra cost (100.1% of fund value)
	● LV= membership – as an LV= ISA holder you will become a member of LV=, gaining access to a 

range of benefits such as discounted insurance, LV= Doctor Services and counselling services.

Take a closer look...
Where do we invest your money?
This LV= ISA is a non-profit plan which invests in our unit-linked ISA funds. It’s a stocks and 
shares ISA which includes investments in shares in companies, unit trust and investment funds, 
commercial property, corporate bonds and government bonds. As the policy is non-profit you will 
not be eligible to participate in any of our distributions to with-profits policyholders. For example, 
you will not be eligible to receive a mutual bonus.

Customers can choose between three global multi-asset fund choices – ISA Cautious, ISA 
Balanced and ISA Growth. Each of the three funds are risk reviewed by leading market analysts 
Defaqto and Distribution Technology. These ratings range from ‘low’ to ‘medium’ risk - helping you 
and your adviser to match your fund choice with your attitude to risk.

The investment objectives and target asset allocations below and overleaf show you what the 
funds aim to achieve, the level of risk involved and an overview of where they will be invested. All 
of them come with more risk than a Cash ISA, but more opportunity for long term growth.

ISA Cautious Fund
Objective: long term steady growth, low level of investment risk

Shares (also known 
as equities)

Commercial 
property

Fixed interest 
investments  
(such as bonds)

25.75%
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ISA Balanced Fund
Objective: long term moderate growth, low to medium level of investment risk

Shares (also known 
as equities)

Commercial 
property

Fixed interest 
investments  
(such as bonds)

ISA Growth Fund
Objective: longer term growth, medium level of investment risk

Shares (also known 
as equities)

Commercial 
property

Fixed interest 
investments  
(such as bonds)

For more information regarding fund options and the spread of investments please go to 
LV.com/investments/fund-options/asset-allocation

How do we cushion you from the ups and downs of the 
stock market?
The stock market has consistently demonstrated its potential to deliver superior returns over the 
medium to long-term. However, the price of this superior return is uncertainty. Sharp short-term 
falls in market values have the potential for dramatic impacts on the value of an investment, even 
if markets subsequently recover.

To help protect you from large, daily stock market changes, we smooth the unit price we use to 
calculate the value of your LV= ISA.

This means if you withdraw some or all of your ISA investment at a time when stock market 
performance has been weak, the smoothing effect is designed to help reduce the effect of any 
downturn. But if you withdraw your investment when stock market performance has been strong, 
the smoothing effect would you mean you might not benefit in full from the strong performance.
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42%
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53% 40%
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What is smoothing?
Smoothing is designed to help level out the peaks and troughs of the financial markets. 
It’s a simple process. To allow for smoothing we give your LV= ISA two unit prices:

	● Pure unit price – for each fund option this reflects the market value of your investments, 
we refer to it as the ‘underlying price’

	● Average unit price - for each fund option this is the value based on the average unit price 
for the last 26 weeks, we refer to this as the ‘averaged price’.

LV= is the only company to offer this unique process for smoothing away the day to day 
turbulence of investing money. The chart below illustrates how the averaging effect of smoothing 
is designed to work in practice. It shows both the underlying and averaged prices over a period 
of time and highlights how the averaging results in a smoother return where the impact of 
short-term market fluctuations is reduced.

When would we not apply smoothing?
In some exceptional market conditions the funds will be valued using the ‘underlying price’. 
This would be when the ‘underlying price’ is 80% or less of the ‘averaged price’. But valuations will 
revert to the ‘averaged price’ when the ‘underlying price’ has returned to 100% of the ‘averaged 
price’. We may also move to the ‘underlying price’ at other times if the cost of smoothing becomes 
higher than the Board feels it is reasonable to bear and we believe it prudent and necessary 
to protect existing policyholders. We have strong internal governance processes to determine 
whether and when to implement these changes.

We will take account of:

	● The difference between the ‘averaged price’ and ‘underlying price’
	● For example, if the ‘underlying price’ falls to 80% or less of the ‘averaged price’, we will 

automatically switch to using the ‘underlying price’
	● The volume of investments and withdrawals of units in the fund option
	● External events and market movements that we believe could have a significant impact on 

the future value of units in the fund option
	● Regulatory, legislative changes and Court judgements that we feel could have a significant 

impact on the future value of units in the fund option.

Smoothing chart
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Are you looking for a capital guarantee?
Our LV= ISA offers you the additional security of an optional capital guarantee. This option is 
currently only available on our ISA Cautious Fund for a term of 10 years. It is available to buy on 
initial or subsequent premiums and transfers-in at the point of application, or on the expiry of a 
previous guarantee (if available at that time). Each investment you choose to guarantee will be set 
up within your LV= ISA as an individual guaranteed policy.

This option could be particularly useful if you are worried about market downturns and have a 
strong desire to preserve your capital investments.

What happens at the end of the guarantee term?
At the end of the 10-year guarantee term, your guaranteed policy’s value will be at least the value 
on the guarantee start date; minus any withdrawals (this includes withdrawals to pay ongoing 
and ad hoc adviser charges).

This guarantee means that if, at the end of the guarantee term the value of your guaranteed 
policy is worth less than the guaranteed amount, units are automatically added to your policy to 
make up the shortfall in value (minus any withdrawals, including withdrawals to pay ongoing and 
ad hoc adviser charges).

What if you exit before the end of the guarantee term?
If you choose to add a guarantee in the ISA Cautious Fund when you first invest, the guaranteed 
amount will be based on the amount you’re investing at that time. If you choose to add a 
guarantee upon expiry of a previous guarantee the guaranteed amount will be based on the fund 
value of your investment at the time you add a new guarantee. If you have multiple guarantees 
each guarantee may end on a different date (10 years from the date the guarantee started). 
The guarantee applies  at the end of its guarantee term. The value of the guaranteed policy may 
be more (or less) than the original guaranteed amount if you choose to move or withdraw the 
investment early. There are no early encashment charges. 

Here’s an example of how this might work. Jayne invests in an LV= ISA, and adds a guarantee. She 
invests further lump sums of £20,000 for the next two years, and again chooses to guarantee her 
investment. Her LV= ISA includes three policies, with different guarantee end dates, as follows.

Investment Date Guaranteed Amount Fund Guarantee End Date

1 April 2019 £20,000 ISA Cautious 1 April 2029

1 April 2020 £20,000 ISA Cautious 1 April 2030

1 April 2021 £20,000 ISA Cautious 1 April 2031

Jayne decides to cash in her LV= ISA in full when the first guarantee ends in April 2029. Only the 
first investment of £20,000 will be subject to the guarantee. The two other investments are being 
cashed in before the guarantee end date, meaning Jayne will receive the exit price at the time for 
these investments (which may be higher or lower than the guaranteed amount).

What do we charge for a guarantee?
Whilst the guarantee terms we offer and the charges for them may change over time, once a 
guarantee has been purchased its charge will not change. Charges for the optional guarantee are 
based on the value of your guaranteed amount at the time each charge is taken and are deducted 
monthly. The value of the guarantee reduces in line with withdrawals taken (including adviser 
charges). Any Guarantee Charge is added to the fund Annual Management Charge and is taken 
monthly over the term of the guarantee as 1/12 of the annual charge.

Your financial adviser will be able to provide you with details of the current guarantee terms 
and charges.

Do we offer a third party guarantor?
No, due to the significant financial strength of Liverpool Victoria Financial Services Limited (LVFS) 
specific provision is made to cover the cost of guarantees within LVFS.
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How do we decide the return on your ISA?
Your return is based on the amount you invest and the deductions involved in setting up and 
looking after your LV= ISA. Your return will also depend on the fund option you have invested 
in. More details can be found in your Key Information Document, Supplementary Information 
Document and LV= ISA Plan Conditions.

What expenses are charged to your ISA?
There are costs involved in arranging and looking after your LV= ISA – including adviser charges 
(where relevant), administration fees and investment costs. We take charges from your LV= ISA 
to cover these expenses. You can find out more about this in your Supplementary Information 
Document, alternatively you can ask your financial adviser for our terms and charges.

Funds – Annual Management Charge
This may be different for each fund option available and is based on the value of each policy in 
your Plan at the time the charge is taken. The charge will be taken monthly as 1/12th of the annual 
charge by cancelling units.

Fund option switches
Your first three per Plan year are free but a £25 fee would apply to every fund option switch 
after this. Fund option switches will normally be transacted 10 working days after the request is 
received by LV=. However, once a fund option switch request is received it cannot be changed 
or cancelled.

Could we ever close LV= to new business?
We could stop accepting new business into LV=, or just the ISA Plan in future. If we did this we 
would make a decision at the time as to whether to accept future contributions into existing Plans.

If LV= closed due to being unable to meet its financial commitments, you would be entitled to 
compensation from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, the compensation you could 
get depends on the type of product you have. For this type of policy, the scheme covers 100% of 
the claim. The scheme’s first responsibility is to seek continuity rather than to pay compensation.

For more information go to www.fscs.org.uk or call 0800 678 1100 or 0207 741 4100.

Who have we designed our LV= ISA for?
Your financial adviser will tell you if our LV= ISA is right for you, as you need to take financial advice 
before you apply.

The customers we designed our LV= ISA for include those who:

• Are looking for long term growth potential and a more consistent level of returns and are keen 
to avoid the peaks and troughs of stock market investment performance

• Have a number of ISAs and are looking to consolidate them into one place and ensure the risk 
of market downturns can be managed or removed

• Are looking for the certainty of a known amount of money at a fixed point in the future and 
wish to invest in the ISA Cautious Fund

• Understand and are willing to accept the risks associated with stock market related 
investments, in exchange for potential investment growth

• Are a UK resident, Crown employee or their spouse/civil partner and are aged from 18 to 84 
(85 next birthday).
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Investing money can be rewarding, but it’s not without risk.  
Here are some things you need to consider:

Investment term An investment designed to provide longer term growth potential for at least five 
years, ideally 10 years or more

A stock market related investment Your investment value could go up as well as down and you may get back less 
than invested

Ad-hoc withdrawals Whilst offering flexibility, withdrawals will reduce the value of your investment

Optional guarantee Currently available on our ISA Cautious Fund only

Why LV=?
LV= is a name you can trust. We know a thing or two about protecting your future, your family, 
your finances….. after all we’ve been doing this for over 175 years. Then, as now, it was about 
making financial security and peace of mind available to everyone – it’s a heritage we are proud of. 
So you can be sure that your investments are in safe hands with us.

By taking out an LV= ISA you become a member of LV=, meaning you can access a range of 
benefits available to you at no extra cost.

You will receive free access to the LV= Doctor Services app. This includes access to over 5,000 
health professionals via an app, a second opinion service and a convenient prescription service.

Up to 10% discount on other insurance products*.

Access to our free and confidential legal advice via our Member Care Line. For more information 
please visit: LV.com/members

LV= Doctor Services, and the services available through the Member Care Line are provided by 
third party companies. These services are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority or the 
Prudential Regulation Authority.

*General insurance products are offered by Liverpool Victoria General Insurance group, 
a subsidiary of Allianz Holdings plc

This is a stock market related investment so you 
aren’t certain to make a profit and may get back less 
than you invested

Want to know more?
We hope you have found this guide useful. If you would like to know more and to explore how the 
LV= ISA can help take the uncertainty out of your financial planning, ask your financial adviser for 
more information. Alternatively go to LV.com/investments/ISA to find out more.


